On Approval of Nomenclature of Telecommunication Services and Telecommunication Technologically Related Services with Governmentally Regulated Prices


1. To approve the enclosed nomenclature of telecommunication services and telecommunication services technologically related services with governmentally regulated prices.
2. The Natural Monopoly Regulation Agency of the Republic of Kazakhstan to bring earlier standards and legal acts in line with this resolution in accordance with the procedure established by the law.
3. This resolution becomes effective on the day of signing.

Prime Minister,
The Republic of Kazakhstan

Approved by
Government Resolution of the Republic of Kazakhstan
No. 1064 of 15 October 2004

Nomenclature of Telecommunication Services and Telecommunication Technologically Related Services subject to Government-regulated Prices

1. Telecommunication services
   1) Telephone traffic services for communication operators:
      - local telephone traffic;
      - intraband telephone traffic;
      - long-distance telephone traffic;
      - international telephone traffic;
      - telephone traffic from/to the cellular network operators.
   2. Telecommunication services technologically related services
      1) Services to connect communication operators to the Public Switched Telephone Network at:
         - local level;
         - intraband and long-distance level;
         - long-distance and international level.
      2) Leasing infrastructure elements (technological equipment) to communication operators for connection to the Public Switched Telephone Network of:
         - communication lines and cables (except for unused optical fiber);
         - telephone cable ductwork;
         - facilities, premises and communication line posts.
      3) (Analog and digital) channels leasing services to communication operators at:
         - local level;
         - intraband;
         - long-distance level;
         - international level.